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User reviews David Busenitz May 20, 2018, 12:31 I have used Steinberg products for many
years. The plugin synths have always produced the very best sound quality I have used. The
quality and sound of Steinberg's VST synths is really superb. Plus it has synth features like
the Pro Tools Distortion, Parametric Equalizer, 2 Filter, 2 Pult, 3 Ensemble, and even
Subsonic. I am extremely happy with Steinberg products. pacs2000 May 18, 2017, 21:41 I
have used Steinberg products for many years. The plugin synths have always produced the
very best sound quality I have used. The quality and sound of Steinberg's VST synths is
really superb. Plus it has synth features like the Pro Tools Distortion, Parametric Equalizer,
2 Filter, 2 Pult, 3 Ensemble, and even Subsonic. I am extremely happy with Steinberg
products. kkjabrite May 17, 2017, 21:47 great synth, tho i really feel it lacks midi controller
imo. but it is a really nice vst synth. very smooth, very realsynth-like! love the huge manual!
incredible manual! amazing synth! Mrbot November 19, 2016, 14:32 Very nice plugin. It's a
must have for getting the music out of your computer. Most of the time the sounds are so
smooth that it's hard to believe it isn't really real. tstghcaq September 22, 2016, 14:08
Steinberg Hypersonic 2 is a wonderful addition to my studio. I was amazed at the sound
quality, and I found the controls easy to understand. The interface is very easy to navigate,
and the documentation is very user friendly. If you're looking for a great synthesizer and
sound engine, then this is the plugin for you. Hypersonic is hands down the best synth out of
ALL of my collection. I have over 17 vst synths (and counting) but this is the one I keep
returning to time and time again. Every song and every instrument sounds spot on,
especially with most instruments like strings, brass, and live acoustic guitars. The sound
quality is amazing for a vst synth and the sounds are incredibly clean and crisp. It comes
with an excellent manual,
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